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Skills Gap
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Presentation Notes
Katherine 1:00In the past few years, there has been a lot of discussion in media and higher education about the skills, or lack of skills, our students have when they graduate from our universities. Politicians, the public, and even some of our colleagues have questioned whether universities are the best vehicles to help post-secondary students bridge the gap between high school and the working world of the 21st century.   Many of the arguments focus on what they call ‘the skills gap’.  It seems that every time Jill and I have been getting together to work on this presentation another article appears claiming our students do not have the skills that employers are looking for when they hire.  As recently as last week CareerBuilder.ca released results from a national survey which found that only 1 in 5 employers (19 per cent) believe academic institutions are adequately preparing students for roles needed within their organizations.  



No Skills Gap
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Slide 3 NO SKILLS GAP 1:30 KatherineOf course, there are others who have argued that there is no skills gap that needs bridging.  In 2013, for example, leading economist, Don Drummond, reported that he couldn’t find “a shred of evidence that Canada has a serious mismatch between skills and jobs” contradicting what Prime Minister Stephen Harper has declared as “an urgent national priority.”



What Employers Want

1.Communication skills
2. Teamwork skills
3. Analytical skills

4. Strong Work Ethic
5. Problem-solving skills
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1:15 Katherine PLUS :30 transitionSlide 4 WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT: 1:15 KatherineWhether a skills gap exists or not, we do know two thingsStudents and parents have their eye on post-graduate job prospects, regardless of the degree.  Employers report that they look for specific skills when hiring new graduates and these preferred skills are common across most, if not all, occupations. In 2013, the Canadian Association of Career Educators and Employers (CACEE) published a report which identified a list of the top 5 preferred skills that employers seek when hiring new grads.[Click animation] Those skills were communication, teamwork, analytical, strong work ethic, and problem solving.  These same five skills have been consistently identified in a number of similar surveys conducted across Canada and in the United States with slight variations in the order. Employers, then, appear to be looking for, what we call Professional Skills / Essential Employability Skills/Transferrable Skills regardless of the degree designation. :30So, we say to ourselves: what does this have to do with me? It’s not our job to get students jobs.  And that’s true.   And we also might say: well, I teach cutting edge research and best practices in my discipline.  And that is fine, too.   And we also might say: We don’t have time to ‘cover soft skills’ -  it’s not our job to teach these.  Well, that’s not entirely true.



What Universities Promise

6 Undergraduate Degree 
Level Expectations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:45 Katherine PLUS :30 transitionBecause, in 2005, the Ontario Council of Academic Vice-Presidents developed a set of Undergraduate Degree Level Expectations, (UDLEs) for all universities in the province.  They are a set of guidelines that “elaborate the intellectual and creative development of students and the acquisition of relevant skills that have been widely, yet implicitly, understood. Your green handout explicitly outlines them.0  There are six of them, listed in your handout [read them].



Articulation of Skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1:30 JillFor the rest of the presentation, we’d like to tell you a bit more about our experience with making these UDLE’s more explicit, or more visible, to ourselves and to our students, and how helping students articulate these skills might be the key to helping  bridge the skills gap. In particular, we’ll be focusing on how UDLEs 4 and 6 can be made more explicit – those UDLEs that focus on the very skills that employers are looking for Communication Skills to a range of audiences,  qualities and transferable skills necessary for further study, employment and community involvement, initiative, personal responsibility and accountability in personal and group contexts, working effectively, decision making…I’ll let Jill take over to talk about her experience…. In the last couple of years, I’ve been teaching an intensive hands-on course that meets the mandate of UWaterloo’s 7th UDLE, experiential learning.  A year ago, Katherine and I were reporting on the course’s success to the “Integrated and Engaged Learning Conference at Laurier,” and feeling pretty good about it.  And then, we heard the keynote speaker, Rob Shea from Memorial, who is doing funded research from the Counseling Foundation of Canada.  He and his colleagues are proposing that few students can articulate their ‘graduating competencies’ that accompany their major to next-step stakeholders such as graduate school committees or employers.  Shea focused specifically on the competencies and skills that the CACEE report Katherine referred to – communication, problem-solving, teamwork.  And it hit home: when I spoke to some students in this experiential class not 2 months earlier, I was taken aback that they hadn’t really connected, let alone, could articulate, all the competencies that they were acquiring as they were working on the projects in my course.  Considering most of them were senior co-op or graduating students, Shea’s message became very personal. So, I asked myself: as instructors, what are we doing -- and not doing -- that impedes our students from articulating the very skills that they need to highlight about their educational experiences with us? 



What is VISIBLE    and COUNTS 

UDLEs 

1: Knowledge

2: Methodologies

3: Application 

4: (some) Communication 

5:  Limits of  Knowledge

• Essays
• Projects
• Theses or Capstones
• Presentations
• Tests
• Exams
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1:00 JillSlide 7 WHAT’S VISIBLE AND COUNTS  1:00 JillSo, here we have what we do – and notice that as instructors we are really good at the first five UDLEs.  The left-hand column shows that our job is defined as the knowledge disseminators to our students – say 1,2,3, and 5 – and I would argue that we provide students with opportunities to present this knowledge back to us as their primary audience, hence they have “some” communication skills.  Note in the right-hand column, we’ve listed the products of this knowledge dissemination – what the students give back to us in the form of – say the list.  In short, both faculty and students would agree that graduating students are more knowledgeable when they leave us, and that they’ve been able to demonstrate that – so these UDLEs are visible and we make them count – literally as the primary, if not exclusive, source of their grades. 



What is INVISIBLE and SHOULD ALSO COUNT 

UDLES

4: Communication Skills

6: Autonomy and 
Professional Capacity 

• Communication to wide 
audience

• Exercise of  initiative
• Personal responsibility 

and accountability to self  
and others

• Decision-making
• Effective teamwork
• Problem-solving
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1:30 JillSlide 8 WHAT’S INVISIBLE AND SHOULD ALSO COUNT 1:30 JillBut what about all the competencies and skills that we expect them to acquire while they do the work we mark?  These, too, are enshrined in the learning outcomes under two particular UDLEs.  UDLE 4, Communication Skills, expects university grads to speak to a range of audiences, not just us. And, even more strikingly, UDLE 6 – Autonomy and Professional Capacity – states that we are responsible to provide “qualities and transferrable skills necessary for further student, employment, and community involvement.” And in the right-hand column, the UDLEs break down what the components are: list these.   At the moment, I think most of us would say that these UDLEs are invisible and don’t count because we don’t make them visible to students, let alone grade them.  They are the competencies and skills that we presuppose student have or are acquiring WHILE they are working on what counts. And students, by and large, do acquire them.  But considering that students don’t know they have them, and we don’t draw their attention to the value of them, and they are precisely the extra-degree skills that employers want to hear about, we need to expose them.  Make them visible.  Make them count.  Because, to my mind, what we are dealing with, and what Shea challenges us to consider, is that there is less a Skills Gap than an ‘Articulation of Skills’ Gap.



Where did I Start?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:10 JillSlide 9: WHERE DID I START? :10 JillSo, last summer, as part of a LITE grant, I wanted to figure out how to encourage the students in the next course offering, to articulate the communication and professional capacity skills they were acquiring while moving through my experiential course.  To let you know, it took two full days of hard work.  Let me tell you the steps I took.



Making the Invisible Visible to Us

1. Review UDLEs
2. Review course syllabus and learning outcomes
3. Review assignments
4. Map ‘invisible/ not counted’
5. Create new assignments
6. Rework grade allocation
7. Add new learning objectives
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2:00 JillSlide 10: Making the Invisible Visible to Us 2:00 JillStep 1: Start with the University PromisesI reviewed the UDLEs, treating the UDLE title as a category; the tabled explanation, as the broad learning objectives; and the finer bulleted list, as the learning objectives, as in “after this course, you will be able to…”  When I came to phrases, such as ‘decision-making,’ which we all use, but don’t break down, I turned to the CTE site for further definition.   Step 2: Move to my Course PromisesI then reviewed my course syllabus, noting what was visible and counted: Visible: ULDE 1, 2, 3, and 5, and a presentation to a community partner that met UDLE 4 nicelyCounted: individual test, group presentation, and 3 group projects. Step 3: Mapped Invisible and Not Counted course elements onto Visible and CountedI then started to map onto each major assignment all the Invisible and Not Counted Communication and Professional Capacities.  I reviewed all the skills that I presupposed my students had to execute the final graded work.  Then, I decided to make them count: a new 25% grade for individual reflection on their growing skills and competencies that were tied to each group assignment.  And I told them exactly what skills they were acquiring that I wanted them to reflect on.  5 reflections, 5% each, 2000 words over the term.   [figure out what I want to point out in handout] 



Making the Invisible Visible to My Students

To articulate Professional Capacity:
25% written reflection 

To reward Autonomy:
15% Participation mark
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:10 Jill In-class discussion to reinforce



TIP 1: Make Visible and Explicit

• Outline UDLEs and employer expectations in 
syllabus

• Discuss on first day of  class
• Revisit in discussions and activities over term
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:20 KatherineSlide 12: TIP 1: Make Visible and Explicit :20  KatherineMaking the invisible visible to our students is a 2 stage process.  The first step is making it visible to ourselves- as Jill has outlined. The second step is making it visible to our students.  TIP 1: Make Visible and ExplicitHere are some things to get you started - Be very clear about the goals and components of your course.  This helps motivate students- they can see why the development of the transferrable skills will be of use in other contexts outside the course.Review relevant UDLE with your students and show how they map to the relevant Essential Employability Skills/Transferrable Skills or Professional Skills (whatever you are calling them) that employers are looking forBetter yet, as you review your activities and assignments that you’ll be completing throughout the course, ask students what skills they believe they will need, or will be developing as they complete the course activities.  Discuss on first day of class- have an interactive discussion.Some instructors have assigned the reading ‘It takes more than a major” which is on your reference list, to help students see the relevance of particular skills.Revisit in discussions and activities over term 



TIP 2: Prompt and Reward Articulation 

• Research paper – have students include a 
written UDLE articulation section

• Team project/ presentation –have each student 
articulate personal development of  
communication skills(UDLE 4) and Autonomy 
and Professional Capacity (UDLE 6)
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:20 KatherineSlide 13: TIP 2: Prompt and Reward Articulation :20 KatherineHelping students see the relevance also helps them recognize that spending time learning how to articulate the transferable skills they are developing is important and not just ‘busy work’ Research paper – have students include a written UDLE articulation section- what skills did they develop in order to complete this activity and how might they use the skill in the future.Team project/ presentation –have each student articulate personal development of communication skills(UDLE 4) and Autonomy and Professional Capacity (UDLE 6)  



TIP 3: Practise Articulation over Time

• Consider integrating UDLE development across 
courses and throughout the academic program 
(curriculum conversation)

• Provide opportunities to allow students to 
connect transferrable skills with co-op/work 
and co-curricular experiences
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:20 KatherineSlide 14 TIP 3: Practise Articulation over Time :20 KatherineHave a discussion with colleagues or your department about incorporating the development of these Transferable Skills into the curriculum- explicitly.Provide opportunities to allow students to connect transferrable skills with co-op/work and co-curricular experiences



TIP 4: Utilize Existing Resources

• Contact CTE
• Review CTE Web “Teaching Tips”
• Talk to Faculty Teaching Fellows
• Engage your colleagues in discussion
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:20 KatherineSlide 15: TIP 4: Utilize Existing Resources :20 KatherineContact Centre for Teaching Excellence (CTE)Review CTE Web “Teaching Tips”Talk to Faculty Teaching FellowsEngage your colleagues in discussion



What Graduates Could Bring

UDLE 1  Knowledge
UDLE 2 Methodologies
UDLE 3 Application
UDLE 4 Communication Skills
UDLE 5 Limits of  Knowledge

AND

UDLE 6 Autonomy and Professional Capacity

Presenter
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:20 JillSlide 16 : JillThe six UDLE



What Graduates Could Bring

Communication skills (verbal)
Teamwork skills (works well with others)
Analytical skills
Strong work ethic
Problem-solving skills
Initiative
Interpersonal skills (relates well to others)
Communication skills (written)
Flexibility/adaptability
Organizational skills

THE ABILITY TO ARTICULATE TRANSFERRABLE SKILLS 
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The Last Word

“I appreciate the focus from class one on the 
application of  skills beyond this course and 
towards a career, but also the attention on how to 
talk about and market those skills for future jobs. 

It’s the kind of  thing I didn’t know I really wanted 
and needed until I was told about the opportunity 
and realized that no other course I’ve been in has 
taken advantage of  it.”
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The Last Word

“What stood out the most for me in this class was 
the statement regarding the importance of  having 
the skill to articulate what you are capable of.

It was striking to me that having the experiences 
related to a job opportunity but lacking the skill of  
making yourself  marketable through 
communication skills makes you a weaker 
candidate. So I'm really looking forward to be in a 
learning environment that encourages this skill.”
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